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MARKET
WAT C H Ingredients for your Success

To learn more contact your local Sales Consultant. Market Corner Produce information reflects both 
US and Canadian markets. All other commodity information is based on US market data only.

SCAN OR CLICK HERE 
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MARKET WATCH Ingredients for your Success

Market mostly steady with good 
supplies out of the desert.

 CA Navels in full swing and Market 
coming off.  Supplies lighter on large fruit 
but smaller fruit in better shape.  Cooler 
nights should bring on colour.

Market steady to lower with the crop 
heavier to larger sizes. Expecting additional 
volume in a few weeks that should bring on 
more smaller sizes.

PRODUCE MARKET
Updates

All leaf items impacted from the recent rain 
that made an extremely short situation 
even worse as most suppliers did not 

harvest for several days.

Spring Mix/Spinach
Weather has made it difficult to harvest 

making supplies on these tender leaf items 
very short. Expect shortages until we fully 

transition South to the desert in a few 
weeks.

Supply very short in California, driving 
pricing higher, supplies in other growing 
regions fair to good in . Could see some 

short-term supply issues for several weeks 
in the West. 
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Supply expected to remain unsettled 
through Thanksgiving, demand continues 
to outpace the improving supplies.

Green Beans

East – Bean supply remains short. 
Anticipate this shortage to continue with 
tropical storm/hurricane to hit Florida and 
eastern coastline. West – Beans are very 
short in supply. Weather concerns on both 
sides of the country currently.

Market is mostly steady. Larger Yellow 
onion sizes continue to be somewhat 
scarce.  Reds and Whites continue to 
show good supplies. 

 - Alert

East Coast – Market up on yellow squash. 
Zucchini remains stable, but western market 
getting tighter making supplies on the east 
coast tighten up. West Coast – Zucchini 
squash is available throughout, but expect 
the market to trend up, yellow squash prices 
have increased.

Market higher as heavy rains in the 
California growing regions are preventing 
harvest creating a demand exceeds 
supply situation.

Markets are active, with rounds higher. 
Roma, Cherry and Grapes the market looks 
like it  stabilizing, but remains high. Florida 
expected to be hit with high winds and 
rains that may impact harvest and 
production out east.

Pineapple


